EDUCATION FOR WORKER HEALTH:  
TRANSLATION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO A SAFE WORKING PLACE

The inaugural technical meeting of the Universities Occupational Safety and Health Educational Resource Center – HEW Region II

SEPTEMBER 27 – 28, 1979
THE SHERATON HEIGHTS
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS, NEW JERSEY

CONFERENCE ANNOUNCEMENT AND REGISTRATION INFORMATION INSIDE

GENERAL INFORMATION

Registration will begin at 8:00 a.m. on September 27. The program each day will begin promptly at 9:00 a.m. Coffee and danish will be served from 8 – 9 a.m. each day.

Mail your registration form and check for $75 to the address shown on the tear-off sheet. A confirmation form will be sent to you, together with travel information. The registration deadline is September 14.

Your registration fee will include all conference materials, as well as two coffee and danish offerings, three refreshment breaks, and one luncheon. Your hotel costs are separate from this registration fee.

If you have questions, please call Lee Laustsen, Conference Coordinator, Office of Consumer Health Education, CMDNJ–Rutgers Medical School, Piscataway, N.J. (201) 463-4500.

UNIVERSITIES*OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH EDUCATIONAL RESOURCE CENTER

*College of the City of New York
College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey
Hunter College
The Mount Sinai School of Medicine
New York University, The Center for Safety
New York University, The Medical Center

The College of Medicine and Dentistry of New Jersey–Office of Continuing Education certifies that this continuing medical education offering meets the criteria for 9.25 hours of credit in Category I for the Physician's Recognition Award of the American Medical Association, provided it is used and completed as designed. Additionally, the CMDNJ–Office of Continuing Education certifies that this continuing education activity meets the criteria for 1.0 C.E.U.'s (Continuing Education Units) as defined by the National Task Force on the Continuing Education Unit provided the educational activity is completed as designed. Verification and record of earned credits can be obtained through the CMDNJ–Office of Continuing Education.

Application has been made for nursing continuing education credits.
EDUCATION FOR WORKER HEALTH:
TRANSLATION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO A SAFE WORKING PLACE

A Continuing Education and Outreach Activity of the
Educational Resource Center
HEW Region II
National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health

CHAIRMAN:
Irving J. Selikoff, M.D.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine CUNY

and
Norton Nelson, Ph.D.
New York University Medical Center

TOPICS
- CANCER OF THE BLADDER (A Continuing New Jersey Industrial Problem)
- ASBESTOS HAZARDS IN SCHOOLS AND OTHER PUBLIC BUILDINGS:
  How to Protect Teachers and School Personnel, Students and Workers
- WHOM TO TRAIN — HOW TO LEARN: Medicine / Occupational Hygiene / Nursing / Safety
- THREE NEW OCCUPATIONAL PROBLEMS ON THE EDGE BETWEEN SUCCESS AND FAILURE:
  Mercury in the Meadowlands
  Love Canal: Chemical Waste Disposal in New York and New Jersey

FACULTY
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Mount Sinai School of Medicine
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Hunter College
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Mount Sinai School of Medicine
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New York University Medical Center

Anthony Mazzaferri
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International Union

Jacqueline Mesite, M.D.
National Institute for Occupational Safety & Health

Diane Morse
Community School Board No. 3, New York City

Norton Nelson, Ph.D.
New York University Medical Center

William J. Nicholson, Ph.D.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

Glen Paulsen, Ph.D.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection

Peter Preuss, Ph.D.
New Jersey Department of Environmental Protection
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Robert Sawyer, M.D.
Yale University

Irving J. Selikoff, M.D.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine
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New York University Center for Safety

Anthony Smith
Board of Education New York City

Alan D. Stevens, D.V.M.
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New York State Department of Health

Joseph Wagman, Sc.D.
Occupational Safety and Health Administration

REGISTRATION
EDUCATION FOR WORKER HEALTH:
TRANSLATION OF KNOWLEDGE INTO A SAFE WORKING PLACE


NAME__________________________________________________________TITLE/POSITION______________________________

ORGANIZATION/AFFILIATION__________________________________________SOC. SEC. #______________________________

ADDRESS________________________________________________________PHONE______________________________

Return this form with your check for $75, payable to CMDNJ—OCHI
TO: Lee Lausten, Conference Coordinator
Office of Consumer Health Education
CMDNJ—Rutgers Medical School
Piscataway, New Jersey 08854 (201) 463—4500

Choose one workshop:

- Occupational Medicine
- Occupational Health Nursing
- Occupational Hygiene
- Occupational Safety

A REGISTRATION CONFIRMATION AND TRAVEL INFORMATION WILL BE SENT TO YOU UPON RECEIPT OF THIS FORM.